
Alchemi 141 (Latvia)         by Alchemi

All proper names, flora, fauna and architecture appearing in the grid are in, from, or common in 
Latvia, which ranks 141 in country population
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Across

1 One with unusual desires is 
stomach-churning (9)

6 Theatre company the 
Spanish drive away (5)

9 Little girls missing half a 
Virginia river (7)

10 Home leave popular with 
German making an entrance 
(7)

11 Artist's rescue ship gets 
rubbish to Hong Kong in a 
very short time (4,6)

12 Stick used to travel on 
river (4)

14 Hard to put gunners in 
sequences for negotiators 
(5,7)

18 I share in bail-out for 
philosopher (6,6)

21 Regularly flays next hunter 
(4)

22 Bulletin showing cattle 
handlers being held back by 
amphibian (4,6)

25 Breaks spittoon, leaving 
time for alternatives (7)

26 About to reach Hebridean 
island, old chap! (7)

27 Month with Admiral of the 
Fleet in the drink (5)

28 Meticulous artist finally 
applies red ochre to spans (9)

Down

1 Crazy Welsh politicians are 
the ones who employ loose 
women (6)

2 Second vindaloo, perhaps, 
causing very quick movement 
(6)

3 Companion to someone like 
Amelia Earhart becomes 
president (10)

4 To go to sleep during it 
would not go down well (5)

5 Devious fellow from 
Downpatrick sterilised (9)

6 Frying pan regularly 
supplying city (4)

7 Convict run out for 0 
becomes a killer (8)

8 Starts to oversee gasfitter's 
handiwork in despicable 
person's home (3,5)

13 Shown any number 
leaving island riddled with 
fleas? (10)

15 Deputy standing in for 
president satisfies 
accommodation agreements 
(9)

16 Partnership with nothing 
being considered make for 
calm waters (8)

17 It's definitely unscientific 
to keep trap attractive (8)

19 Stifled apology 
introducing essentially smelly 
soup ingredient (6)

20 Snooker players no longer 
under pressure as they swim 
(6)

23 All "ultimate" massages 
(so far) make shoulder more 
painful (5)

24 Perhaps what water won't 
do for predator (4)


